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'rI-IE IOWA S'l1Nl1E COLLEGE is annually host to 
the fire fighters of Iowa, in the Short Course fo· Fire 
Fighters held under the auspices of the Engineering 
Extension Department. 

The meeting is really a conference of firemen, munici
pal officials and others interested in fire fio·hting and 
fire prevention; a conference at which they can discuss 
with experts, both from within the state and from other 
places, the important problems connected with their 
work. Here, the firemen and representatives from each 
community can learn new and better ways of meeting 

',. their problems through contact with speakers and coun
selors, many of virhom are nationally known in their 
fields. Practical demonstrations of first aid and fire
man training are features of the program. 

rrhis publication contains two of the more general 
papers presented at the 1926 Fire Fighters' Short 
Course. Several others will be published soon, and can 
be secured by writing to the Engineering Extension De
partment of the college. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE STREAMS 

By HARRY J. CORCORAN 

Chief Engineer 
Iowa Insurance Service Bureau 

Des Moines, Iowa 

'l1he characteristics of fire streams have been di ·cussed so often and 
written about so much that no attempt will be made to present any
thing new at this time. Several hooks have been written about the 
subject and almost every issue of fire department magazines contains 
the solution of some fire stream problem. There are several different 
phases which could be discussed. vVe might take up the use of small 
streams, or the use of heavy streams; or we might spend considerable 
time in talking about the placing of fire streams. rrhe question of 
the hydraulics of fire streams is always open to discussion, however, 
and this paper will be pretty much along that line. 

The introduction of automobile pumping engines has opened up 
new opportunities in handling fire streams to small towns as well as 
to cities. Much can be learned by tests and drills, and much infor
mation will also be gained at actual fires. Previous study of press
ures, of the behavior of water under pressure, and of the way in 
which pressure is changed when water is moving or flowing, will 
always make the results of actual pumping tests more easily under
stood. Only a small percentage of fires call for extensive use of hose, 
consequently experience with unusual layouts is limited. It is under 
such conditions that knowledge of fire streams is most useful. Such 
knowledge requires a thorough understanding of the reason for 
everything that happens. After you know how water under pressure 
acts it will not be difficult to use the tables which are sent out by ap
paratus manufacturers and underwriters. 'l1he only mathematics 
needed will be simple arithmetic. The tables referred to are com
piled very accurately as they are intended for use in making tests of 
pumps where careful and exact results are wanted. For fire fighting 
exact results are never used, and an approximate idea is all that is 
needed. Some of the figures used cannot be changed a great deal 
without materially affecting final results. One thing to remember is 
that all the factors and numbers used have been arrived at bv tests. 
They are the best way we know of expressing the laws of nat~re. 

There are several things which can affect the stream, the most im
portant being; the condition and type of nozzle, the quality of the 
hose, and the pressure supplied. The pressure at the nozzle, which 
is the important pressure, depends to some extent upon the quality of 
the hose. The elevation of the nozzle with reference to hydrant or 
engine may have an important bearing on a stream too. The condi
tjon of nozzle and the hose can be taken care of before the apparatus 
ever rolls to the fire, and in a well managed department they are. 
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Experiment and ~experience have both demonstrated that the 
smoothbore nozzle is best suited to form the fire stream. The func
tion of the nozzle is to convert pressure into velocity, and that nozzle 
which causes the least disturbance in the water will produce the best 
stream. The bore must 'be a true circle; rough spots or obstructions 
such as a poorly fitting shutoff valve or gasket cut down the effec
tiveness of the stream; a sudden choke in the taper of the nozzle will 
set up whirls and eddies, and thereby waste pressure. 

The shutoff nozzle has so much merit that it is coming into general 
use for hand lines, and the best quality makes are .carefully ma-

Demonstration in Fireman Training Work at the Second Fire Fighters' Short Course, 
Iowa State College, October 26-29, 1926. 

chined to leave a smooth inner surface when the valve is wide open; 
hence if the valve sticks and does not open fully the stream will be 
poor. I have seen a stream go into spray within twenty feet of the 
nozzle from this cause. The larger size nozzles have metal vanes 
fastened inside to keep the water flowing straight toward the tip; 
if these vanes become bent or broken the stream naturally will be 
damaged. 

An assortment of tips, ran°·ing from ¾ to 11/s or even 1¼ inches, 
is usually furnished with the best nozzles; the taper will not be the 
best -for all sizes, and is usually designed for the larger sizes ; the 
choke op smaller sizes isn't bad. Some departments still use the ring 
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tip, which has a metal plate with hole bored thru it set in the end. 
rrhe claim is made that these tips will throw the water farther than 
tl~e sa_me size smooth bore. rrhis is not true. Each bore of ring tip 
will give a stream of water about 1/s" less in diameter than the hole 
in the plate, or equal to the next size smaller smooth bore tip. If we 
are using the same engine or hydrant pressure, we naturally o·et 
more distance with the smaller tip or stream. rrhere is absolutely 110 

advantage in using the ring nozzles, a])(,1 a department is mistaken 
if it thinks there is a benefit. 

rrhe function of the hose is to carry the water under pressure from 
the engine or hydrant to the nozzle. If the inner surface of the hose 
is rough an unnecessary amount of pressure will be used up to over
come the frjctional resistance, and thus leave less pressure at the 
nozzle. Fricti cn losses are high enough at best, and good quality 
lining will keep these losses at a minimum. ,¥hen large tips are 
used it is often nece sary to supply water through two or more lines 
of hose, and a ''Siamese'' coupling or deluge set is used. In many 
small departments a coupling is used which is called a ''Siamese'' 
couplin°·, but ·which in reality is not one; it is uced to split a single 
line into bvo lines, and the correct name is a '' wye'' coupling. It is 
generally used where the department lacks enough hose to lay two 
lines from the hydrant to the fire and keep it from spreading. Need
less to say, the pressure is alway low under such circumstances. If 
a true ''Siamese'' is carried, there is often enough hose for a double 
line at least part of the way and the pressure will be much improved. 
A long single line of 2% ho.-e will carry only enough water for two 
small nozzle tips; it is not advisable to use over 100 foot lines of 111/' 
hose however. A 1/:2 inch bore tip is the laro·est suitable for use ,~ith 
1 ½ inch hose. 

The only remaining consideration i. the pressure, but it is a mighty 
important one, and is, in fact, the most variable factor affecting a 
fire stream. ·water pressure acts according to very definite natural 
laws which have been pretty well understood for centuries. Practi
cally all of our difficulties in solving fire stream problems arise be
cause we must use odd numbers and fractions to express the laws of 
Mother Nature. At least one method of avoiding a lot of trouble 
has been advocated; it is a plan to stop designating streams by their 
diameter and set np a neYv system of calibers, similar to gu~ sizes. 
The plan has much merit and would certainly simplify computations. 
The chief obstac]e to its adoption is the confusion it virould cause; it 
can nevertheless be applied immediately to many problems. Ho"·
ever, if ,ve understand where it is necessary to he exact and where 
we can use approximate whole numbers in our arithmetic, a lot of 
time can be· saved in using present methods without a practical clif
f erence in the fire stream. 

But to get down to pressure. Just what do we mean when we 
speak of water pressure: vVe say water is under so many pounds 
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pre~sure. "\Ve mean tli fi.t ther e is a pressure of that _m,any pounds 
upon each square inch of surface of the thing ,vhich contains the 
,Yater, whether it be pipe, hose, or tank. Our pressure gages are 
built so ~hey ,vill sh ow what the pressure is in pounds p er square 
inch. In order t o und erstand pressures it is n ecessary to k eep two of 
the laws r egarding watel' in mind. The first is that water cannot be 
comp1·essed ; you all know that as it is common experien ce. If w e 
fill a small cylincler with water and try to forc e a piston :into :it, we 
are unable to do so; :if we fit a l ever to the piston and attach a gage 
we can raise the pressure with a very little movement o.! the piston, 
because a little of the water goes up into the gage. rrhe second thing 
t o 1·ememb er is that 1ressure is carried thru water ·with equal effect 
in all direc tions, because it is a liquid ; in other w ords, if w e conn ect 
a lono· I ipe to the cylinder and fill it ·with water , a pressure gage at 
th e far encl ·wi11 show the same r eading as the on e n ear the piston; 
and gages an y-wh ere in b etween will also ue the same. Ther e is only 
one condition which will cause differen ces in the r eadi,ngs of th, 
gages alon g a closed pipe fill ed with ,vater uncl er pressure; that is 
the elcvatio11s of the gages with r es pect to each other. 

If we bui.lcl a tube one inch square, :;;et it on encl and attach a 0 ·age 
at the bottom, then begin to fill it with water, the ga 0 ·e r eading will 
incnase with the depth of ·water. vVhen the water is 2.34 f eet ab ove 
the gage;, the r caclin°· ·will be one pound, and the ,vei.ght of the water 
in the ,ti,1b e will be on e pound. For each additional 2.34 fe et depth, 
the pressure- will increa.·c on e pound. If the pipe were larger the 
pressure per square inch would be the same as with the small tube, 
but tb e weight of all th e ·water would be greater. rrlie depth of the 
wa te;r is calJ ecl tl1 e h ead ; fo r ordinary u se 2.3 f eet or 2 1/ 3 f ee t in 
elevation is equal t o 011 c pound pi-cssure. rrhis differe11ce in h eight 
ac ts the same thi-u a s lanting pipe as through a verti cal pipe. rrhe 
only time ,,·hen a fii-e clepartment n eeds to coHsid er the h ead is wh en 
w orking on a hill or wheJI hose :iR carrjed to upper flo ors of build
ing, ; all owance must be made then for the effect of h ead. 

Up to this point we have been talking about water that is not 
moving. ·when water begin s to move tJuu a pipe or hose, the above 
rule. or laws seem to change; pressure does not remain equal at the 
same elevation . Every on e of t l1 e laws just named acts exactly the 
same whethe1· water is sh]] 01· moving. An addi. ti01ial factor enters, 
h owever, ancl it is mor·e compl ex than an y of the other s. Ordinaril y 
it is call eel frj ction ; if you c::in think of it as r esistance to the fl.ow 
of water , the effec ts p1·oclucccl may be more easily understood. Al
though the roughn ess of the inside of h ose, the actual diameter of 
the h ose, the l en gth of the hose and the amount of wa ter :flowin°· 
thru it, all have a bea ring on the friction r esistance, the bvo latter 
are particularly important fr om a fir eman\; point of view. I believe 
the reason many men become confused about fire stream friction is 
that it cloe.·n't seem r easonable. 
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You all kuow that it takes force to push a ln:ick along a rough 
hoard; that it takes less force to push the sam e brick along a polished 
.·teel plate, but still qnite a little force. And if the board .i s tilt ed, 
gravity h elps to move the brick. If the brick :is ground to 11owder 
and mixed with ,,.,rater to ab out the consisten cy of syrup, ancf the 
board is made into a trough, the entire brick will slide or flow d own 
the incline from the force of gravity alone. And if the d1;1st i.· all 
strained out, the water " ;ill fl.ow down the trough faster, tho ther e 
is still a r esistance. rrhis is also t rue when the vrnter is flowing thru 
c1 h ose. rrhc only ,vay p ossible to d et ermine hovv much this resistance 

D ernon strat:on of Oil and Gasoline F ire Exting uis hrn ent at th e Second Fire Fighters ' Sl~ort 
Course, Iowa State Coll ege. 

amounts to i . to measure it. rrhe r ough er th e hose lin es the gr eater 
is the r esistan ce. The lining is roughen ed when hi gh pressure forc es 
the rubber into the weave of the jacket. H ose w ill stretch when 
fill -cl with water under pressure, and the r esistan ce will become less 
as th e diamet er incr eases. rrhese two act ions t end to offset each 
other . It is utterly impossible to make h ose exactly uniform, and 
equally impractical to t est each len gth of h ose. F1ortunately for the 
average fireman who cannot carry a laboratory around vvjth him, th e 
mean of the r esults of several t ests on first class h ose will n ot differ 
gr eatly from the mean characteristics when several sections are con
n ected in one line, even though two sect ions ma y be far different. In 
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any case we must use d1ese averages or make a guess and I prefer 
to use the results of tests. Tables showing these figures are pub
lished by underwriters and apparatrn; companies, and they are the 
most convenient tables available . rrhese tables are merely averages 
and very few pieces or lines of hose ·wm gi.vc exactly the same re
~: ults. 

The amount of resistance is in direct 11roportion to the length. 
This means that the resistance for -200 feet of hose is twice that for 
JOO feet, and for each additiona l hundred feet the same amount can 
b:; added. Figures in the tables make allowance for bends and 
turns in the hose as it is generally laid at a fire. The fourth factor, 
the amount of water flowing thru the hose, is the most variable fac
tor encountered, and it therefore causes the greatest variation in its 
effect. The losses and variations from this cause are not uniform 
changes such as those frictional losses varying directly with the 
length of the hose. Doubling the amount of water fl.owing thru the 
hose will increase the friction resistance almost fourfold. The sim
plest way to determine the change in friction loss due to the quan
tity is to refer to the tables mentioned. 

All of the things which affect pressure have been outlined, and 
we now come to the pressure at the nozzle. In almost every case 
this is the thing which we must know or find out. The solution of 
any stream problem ,vill be easier if we know th~ n : zzlc pressure. 
This is the pressure which throws the water and all that has been 
said before this time concerns those things which produce nozzle 
pressure. Only by test can we determine exactly what the nozzle 
pressure is. rrests are entirely out of question at a fire so some ap
proximate method must be used. It is possible to tell within 10 
pounds if we know how far the water is being thro,vn and the size 
of the tip, providing a strong wind is not blowing. But there is diffi
culty in measuring distance, and still air is seldom found. Th e 
easiest way is to compute the nozzle pressure from other things 
which are known. rrhe things which we generally do know are: the 
size of tip, length of hose, and engine or hydrant pressure. If we 
want to find the engine pressure required, we must of course esti
mate the nozzle pressure. 

A formula has been developed which makes use of these things we 
do know and which gives as accurate results as are needed. Thi s 
formula is: Nozzle pressure is equal to the hydrant or engine 1wess
ure divided by 1.1, plus a constant multiplied by the number of 
sections of hose. rrhe constant changes with the size of the nozzle 
tip. It also changes with the size of the hose and for double or triple 
lines of hose into one nozzle. If ,ve confine ourselves to a single line 
of 2½ inch hose we will avoid confusion and the other constants 
will be easily learned after we understand the way in which one is 
used. rrhe Underwriters' red book, or engine test book, gives· a 
table with these constants for nozzles of 1 inch in diameter and 
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larger. rrhe constants for single line of hose :ne: one inch tip, .105; 
one and one-eighth inch tip, .166; one and one-quarter inch tip, 
.248; one and three-eighths inch tip, .341; and one and one-half inch 
tip, .505. A suggestion on the use of these constants may help some 
of you. Instead of multiplying the number of hose lengths by the 
constant, change the constant into a fraction and divide the number 
of sections by the lower number of this fraction. For example, the 
fraction for .105, the constant for a one inch tip, is about one-tenth. 
The list would be changed as follows for the above size of tips: 1/ 10, 
1/6, 1/ 4, 1/ 3, and 1/ 2. In other words you can divide the number of 

Demonstration of Oil and Gasoline Fire Extinguishment at the Second Fire Fighters' Short 
Course, Iowa State College. 

hose lengths by a small number and get the same result as you would 
if you multiply a large number. 

If the thing wanted is the engine pressure needed to give a certain 
kind of stream, the nozzle pressure will have to be known first. This 
can be determined better from judgment than any other way. And 
the best judgment is always the result of close observation backed up 
with some study. For fire fighting it is generally sufficient to know 
that a fair or a strong stream is needed, which permits a leeway of 
10 to 15 per cent in nozzle pressure. 

For example, if a fair -stream from a 11/s inch tip is desired the 
nozzle pressure should be somewhere near 50 pounds. This can be 
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used to estimate the ~r equircrl engine pressure by adding to it th 1.• 

neces ·ary allowance for loss from friction in the hose and any head 
between the engine and nozzle. The operator or officer should know 
what nozzle pressures correspond to fair and strong streams with 
different sized tips. 

All of the essentials n ecessary to solve any fire stream problem 
have been discussed. If they are thorouo-hly understood, and their 
relation to each other are known, no difficulty should be encoun
t er ed in correctly handling any fire stream problem. One promi
nine fir e chief has covered the ground pretty well when he :states 
that, "Knowledge can be developed during leisure hours by selecting 
buildings worthy of note from a fire department standpoint, imagine 
fires therein, and make calculations as to what would be done, the 
size of nozzles and hose layout needed, and the pressures that would 
be r equired.'' Not only ·will one acquire a good knowledge of fire 
streams by such use of leisure time, but a person Vi'ill develop the 
ability to quickly size up any situation and devise means to handle it. 
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THE COLLEGE 

The Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts conducts work along five major lines: 

AGRICULTURE 

ENGINEERING 

HOME ECONOMICS 

INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 

VETERINARY MEDICINE 

The Graduate College conducts advanced research and 
instruction in all these five lines. 

Four, five and six-year collegiate courses are offered in 
different divisions of the College. Non-collegiate courses 
are offered in agriculture, home economics and trades and 
industries. Summer sessions include graduate, collegiate 
and non-collegiate work. Short courses are offered in the 
winter. 

Extension courses are conducted at various poiints 
throughout the state. 

Research work is conducted in the Agricultural and 
Engineering Experiment Stations and in the Veterinary 
Research Laboratory. 

Special announcements of the different branches of the 
work are supplied, fr ee of charge, on application. 

Address, The Registrar, 

row A STATE COLLEGE, 
Ames, Iowa. 
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